Abstract: In this work we discuss a novel robotics interface with perception and
Introduction
While accuracy and speed have, for a long time, been at the top of the agenda for robot design and control, the development of new actuators and control architectures is now bringing a new focus on passive and active compliance, energy optimization, human-robot collaboration, easy-to-use interfaces and safety. The considerable growth of the number of service robots has brought machines closer to the human, involving aspects of daily life. The cooperation between robots and people without technical skills is becoming even more common in different fields and applications. Therefore, the classic methods for interfacing with the robot do not satisfy the new requirements of the modern world in which the final user should not need to be an expert-programmer to use the interface. Instead of stand-alone programming, dynamic bidirectional models of interaction are required, in which the robot (learner) actively acquires the task demonstrated by the user (teacher). Our recent studies have specifically addressed the issue of finding new user-friendly physical interfaces in order to reduce the complexity gap between humans and machines and to speed-up the skill transfer [16] . The aim of this paper is to discuss the novelty of the interface proposed in [16] and to present new developments in the experimental part. The proposed interface is designed to provide a visual augmented operating space shared between the learner and the teacher, as shown in the scheme in Fig. 1 . The aim is to share a common understanding of the task needed to be transferred, by using the operating space as a graphical interface where the task features are graphically superimposed in an augmented reality fashion. Consequently, the teacher can understand what the robot is learning, by observing the surrounding environment, and eventually refine or rectify on-line the skill whenever a robot mistake occurs. This adaptive learning process enables the user to always be aware of the learner's state and to continue the task without interrupting the teaching phase. In order to highlight the role of the proposed interface in human-robot learning tasks, three different illustrative scenarios have been presented in [16] .
Our experimental setup jointly adopts an rgb-depth sensor and a picoprojector, both mounted onto the end-effector of a robot arm. Adopting such a mobile configuration, instead of a fixed setup, leads to a number of key advantages, such as: a) an extended field of view due to the different angle of views reachable by the robotic arm; b) the possibility to actively handling occlusions and facilitating tracking of task-relevant features and also c) the adaptive multi-resolution for perception and projection features.
In the paper we propose an experiment without focusing on a specific learning task. Here the aim is just to show the implementation of the core framework of the architecture. The experiment consists of a first phase in which the user physically interacts with the robotics interface for choosing the place where the projection will appear. The robot is gravity compensated, providing a user friendly interface that can be easily moved by hand. In this phase the system adapts the perspective of a still image on the basis of the projector's viewpoint with respect to the destination surface. After, the robotic arm is able to autonomously superimpose visual information in the selected area and actively adapt to perturbations. The perspective and the size of the projection are kept constant, although the joints configuration of the robot can vary during the task.
2. Related work 2.1. Mixed reality in Human-Robot Interaction Augment Reality (AR) enables users to see virtual graphical elements superimposed on real objects. The use of Augmented Reality using projectors to superimpose graphical elements directly on the task space has been introduced from Bimber and Raskar in [5] as Spatial Augmented Reality. The recent technology of hand-held projectors promises a rapid growth of applications, for enabling the user to interface with computers or robots.
In [6, 7] the authors use pico-projectors to visualize augmented digital information over real objects as HCI interfaces. A lightweight mobile camera projector unit is used in [6] to augment a paper map with additional information. This virtual map, the Map Torchlight, is tracked over the paper map and can precisely highlight points of interest, streets, and areas to give directions or other guidance information. In [7] a digital pen embedded with a spatially-aware miniature projector is used to explore the interaction design space of a paper document, providing the user with immediate access to additional information and computational tools. HRI interfaces with the help of hand-held projectors have also been studied, such as a robotic control interface for visualizing manipulation tasks [8] , as an interface for controlling the robot without the direct manipulation by the user [9] , or an alternative to the anthropomorphic interface using a projected display to interact with the user [10] . We also took inspiration from LuminAR [11] , a project redefining the original concept of a desk lamp. Combining the technology of robotics and computer science, the authors use the light from a pico-projector, mounted on an articulated robotic arm, to show digital information to the user directly over the desk or any other surface. The joint use of a camera allows the user to interact with this virtual interface through hands motion, such as reading emails or navigating through a website.
Recently, V o g e l et al. [12] tackled the safety issue in Human-Robot collaboration task by using a projector-based solution. The authors propose a spatial augmented reality interface able to establish a physical safety area in a shared workspace between users and robots, by using a camera projector pair. The projective device gives feedback to the user about the safe working area, by projecting virtual barriers directly aligned with the real portion of space. The perception device helps the system to actively monitor the physical state of the user and the robot within the safety area, by changing position, shape and orientation of the projected image dynamically.
Another recent work about projective interfaces in the field of wearable computing is OmniTouch, in which H a r r i s o n et al. [13] suggest an innovative way to access digital information everywhere. OmniTouch is a wearable device that enables the user to interact with a GUI projected on any physical surface by using gestures. By exploiting the perception capabilities of the rgb-depth sensor, the system is able to detect suitable surfaces in which to project the GUI, by using a pico-projector, and to interact with fingers like a mouse pointer.
Motivation
For learning processes that require natural human interaction for transferring skills to robots, the design and development of interfaces between the teacher and the learner play a key role. In LfD strategies, expertise in robotics should not be expected of the final user. This makes it necessary to develop a shared communication protocol for transferring skills from humans to machines. Although several studies have investigated the social and technological aspects of the HumanRobot Interaction, many issues remain largely unexplored.
We emphasize in [15] the importance of providing an active role to the humanteacher in the learning process. The effectiveness and the generalization of the acquired skill do not depend only on the number of demonstrations but mostly on the pedagogical quality of these. The way to transfer a skill may be affected by the different nature of the learner and the teacher involved in the interaction and by several psychological factors related to the user during the teaching process. In the Human-Robot Interaction learning process, the way of giving several demonstrations of the task and the way of refining the learned skill by observing new reproduction attempts are often considered separately. We propose in [15] a learning paradigm to allow the user-teacher to incrementally see the results of demonstrations. This attempts to establish a two-ways interaction during the teaching process and to allow the user to feel involved in the task acquisition process.
A projective interface for learning scenarios
A critical issue in LfD is to visualize the skill that the robot has learned in the robot's environment, prior to executing it on the real robot for safety reasons. Virtual reality techniques and robot simulators have the drawback that the whole robot's environment, namely the objects involved in the interactions and the robot itself, need to be modelled. Accuracy errors of the synthesized model might introduce discrepancy between real and simulated movements. Physics and dynamics of the system also have to be taken into account to develop the simulator, which is sometimes difficult to develop. Even if powerful frameworks and tools are nowadays available to simulate robot environments, physical GUI user interactions are still required. Indeed, several operations such as: zoom-in/out, view point changes, removing occluding objects, are performed by the user through input devices (mouse, keyboard, touch-screen) causing interruptions during the teaching process.
Our work in LfD takes the perspective that the development of compliant actuators will bring gradual changes in the way skills and motions are represented by the algorithms in LfD. The machine learning tools that have been developed for precise reproduction of reference trajectories need to be re-thought and adapted to these new challenges. For planning, storing, controlling, predicting or re-using motion data, the encoding of a robot skill goes beyond its representation as a single reference trajectory that needs to be tracked or set of points that needs to be reached. Instead, other sources of information need to be considered, such as the local variation and correlation in the movement.
The system proposed could be used in this context to project trajectories or flow fields by using planar surfaces in the environment. In this way, the user can select the surface of interest and move around the robot to see different views while keeping his/her gaze towards the robot's workspace.
To make the process transparent, learning information about the task should be presented in an area of the workspace that is convenient for the user. 
Experimental setup
Our experimental setup consists of a compliant Barrett WAM 7-DOF arm robot endowed with a plastic support mounted at the end-effector holding rigidly a Microsoft Kinect and an AXAA laser pico-projector (see Fig. 2 ). We consider such manipulator as an interface that can move, perceive and project in its environment. These features and its light weight well fit with the requirements of human-robot learning scenarios, in which the physical contact between the user and the manipulator represents an important modality of interaction. The Kinect has been extensively exploited in different fields of research as depth sensor, introducing an affordable option for point cloud tracking and detection [14] . For the projection capability, we selected a pico-projector because it is small enough to be mounted on top of the Barrett WAM and its laser technology allows us to project at any distance without requiring to adjust focus. In the experiment the robot and the user share the same working space. Fig. 3 . Operating Modes of the system. The Active Projection enables the user to freely move the robot for finding suitable planar surfaces of projection, while the system projects undistorted images with fixed size and perspective. In the Projection Tracking mode the system acts for maintaining the projection in the selected plane of projection. Although the joints configuration of the robot can be modified by the user, the system continuously adapts the projection by maintaining fixed the geometric constraints previously selected
For selecting appropriate projecting surfaces, we decided to exploit both the control capabilities of the robot and the perception capability of a depth sensor. Instead of using structured-environments or tag-based surfaces, the system actively projects distortion-free images on the basis of the geometry of the planar surface of projection, detected by the Kinect. Accordingly, whenever the user wants to select the position and orientation of the projected display, she/he just needs to manually move the robotic arm in an appropriate position, while the robot compensates for the weight of its arm and friction in its joints. Once the projection surface is selected, its geometric features can be fixed in the robot's frame. Thus, for continuously tracking the projection, the system autonomously reacts to the changes of the robot arm configuration by 1) changing the orientation of the end-effector and 2) re-computing the perspective of the projected image.
Developed prototype
The system involves two mutually exclusive operating modes: 1) Active Projection and 2) Projection Tracking (see Fig. 3 ).
Active Projection
For allowing the user to select the projection plane, the system starts with the Active Projection mode. In this phase the process of warping the projection is carried out by using jointly the Kinect and the pico-projector, while the robot is only controlled by compensating for the gravity. This enables the user to easily change the joints configuration of the robot by looking for the pose of the end-effector allowing the projection in the desired plane. According to the end-effector pose, the source image , in Fig. 4-D , is warped in the image to project in Fig. 4 -C by using the perspective transformation
Since the 3D points of the projection surface lie on the same plane, the views of the Kinect and the pico-projector are related by an homography. For estimating the homography matrix two sets of four 2D points are required, four points in the source image (e.g., the matrix elements (0,320), (240,640), (320,480), (320,0) see Fig. 4 -D and four points , , in the destination image (see Fig. 4 
-C). Such points in
correspond to the 3D points , , in the Kinect's frame, and can be found by changing the coordinate system from the Kinect to the pico-projector. (see Fig. 4-A) . The 4×4 matrix T is the transformation between the Kinect and the projection frames (see Fig. 6 ), which can be written as
where the (4) Fig. 4-B According to these two features, the system iteratively computes 1) the endeffector orientation to send to the robot and 2) the warped projected image . Four 3D points , , in the robot's frame are obtained from points , , in the Kinect's frame which defines the selected projection plane. In line 1 of Algorithm 2 the geometric transformation is computed by using the transformation matrix between the Kinect and the robot frames (see Fig. 6 ). Fig. 6 . A preliminary calibration process between the frames of reference of the robot, the picoprojector and the Kinect enables the system to find the corresponding transformation matrices Therefore, the target towards which the end-effector has to point, namely the projection's center, is computed in line 2. Then, in the main loop the end-effector orientation and the warped image are continuously computed based on the actual robot's configuration. The LookAt() function, in line 3, provides the end-effector orientation matrix for looking towards the point C, while the homography/warp operations on lines 7 and 8 enables the projected image to appear undistorted 
